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Abstract

Multicast Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems are scalable and cheap-to-operate. In such

systems, a single stream is shared by a batch of common user requests. In this research,

we adapt multicast communication technique in an Enterprise Network where multimedia

data are stored in distributed servers. We consider Batching with Patching. Batching

incurs service latency but increases the possibility of larger group formation. Patching

eliminates this service latency and further improves the performance of multicast com-

munication in VoD systems. However, in conventional patching, each shortly requested

client requires a separate server stream to patch the missing portion. We consider a novel

patching scheme called Client-Assisted Patching which outperforms conventional patch-

ing. Clients' buffer of a multicast group can be used to patch the missing portion of

the clients who will request the same movie shortly. The newly admitted client in turn

can also provide patching stream to the later client. This scheme significantly reduces the

server load without requiring larger client cache space than conventional patching scheme.

The conserved server bandwidth can be used to serve more client requests. Simulation ex-

periments show that our scheme is more scalable and cheap-to-operate than conventional

patching.

xi



Chapter 1

Introd uction

A typical Video-on-Demand service allows a customer to select and enjoy anyone movie

from a large collection of movies at any time. Typically, these video files are stored in a set

of central or distributed video servers, and transmitted through high speed communication

networks to geographically-dispersed clients. Upon receiving a client's service request, a

server delivers the video to the client as an isochronous video stream. Each video stream

can be serviced at the cost of resource reservation both from a particular server and

from the particular network path. Thus, sufficient storage-I/O bandwidth and sufficient

communication bandwidth on the path of the network from the server to the client must

be available for continuous transfer of data before accepting a client's request.

VoD service has a wide variety of applications, such as home entertainment, digital

video library, movie-on-demand, distance learning, tele-shopping, news-on-demand, and

medical information service.

1.1 Characteristics of VoD Service

The characteristics of the VoD service are described in [24]. They are like the followings:

• The VoD system should support long-lived sessions. A typical movie-an-demand

I
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service usually lasts 90-120 minutes .

2

• High bandwidth requirements; for example server storage I/O and network band-

width requirements are 1.5 Mbps (3-10 Mbps) for MPEG-1 (MPEG-2) stream .

• The VoD should have a support of the VCR like functionality. The client is able to

pause, rewind and fast-forward .

• The quality of service (QoS) guarantees that VoD consumers and service providers

should care includes service latency, jitter, defection rate, interactivity, playback

effects of videos, etc.

1.2 Unicast and Multicast VoD Techniques

Conventional true VoD (TVoD) systems use one dedicated channel for each service request,

offering that client the best TVoD service (unicast service). However, such a system incurs

very high costs, especially in terms of storage-I/O and network bandwidth. Moreover,

such a VoD service is not scalable and cost effective. Such a dedicated approach quickly

exhausts the network bandwidth and the server I/O bandwidth. In order to support a

large population of clients, we need new solutions that efficiently utilize the server and

network resources.

The popularity of videos plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of

a video delivery technique. This is because different videos are requested at different

rates and at different times. Videos are usually divided into hot (popular) and cold (less

popular) [24]' and .requests for the top and recently released movies are known to be
N(

higher than the less popular movies.

Thus, requests by multiple clients for the same video arriving within a short time

interva.l can be batched together and serviced using a single stream. This is referred to

as batching. The multicast fa.cility of modern communication networks offers an efficient
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means of one-to-many' data transmission. The key idea is to avoid transmitting the same

packet more than once on each link of the network by having branch routers duplicate

and then send the packet over multiple downstream' branches. The VoD service in multi-

cast. communicat.ion is called near VoD service (NVoD). The reasons that multicast can

significantly improve the VoD performance are as follows:

• Alleviates the workload of the VoD server and improves the system throughput by

bat.ching requests .

• Reduces the required network bandwidth significantly, thereby decreasing the overall

network load .

• Offers high scalability which, in turn, increases the system capacity to house large

number of clients .

• Provides considerable cost/performance benefits.

1.3 Problems with Multicast VoD

In spit.e of several advantages multicast VoD service has some'requirements. They are

described below: .
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Interactivity: The system should support the VCR like inter activity. The user should

be given full control of interactivity.

Reliability: The system should be high fault tolerant to failures both in the server and

in the network, and also easy to recover from failures. The transmission of messages and

video streams should also be reliable.

Security: The system should provide efficient support for copyright protection in trans-

mitting video streams to multiple clients.

Ability to deal with heterogeneity: The system should deal with heterogeneous net-

works and CPEs.

Heterogeneous service: The system should have heterogeneous service support to the

consumers.

Fairness: The system should provide fair scheduling policy so that a customer is not

starved again and again.

In order to satisfy the above requirements we must solve the key problems. The

first problem is how to deal with the coupling between system throughput and batching

interval. Increasing batching interval can save server and network bandwidths significantly

at the expense of increasing the chance customers' reneging. Consumers are likely to

renege if they are forced to wait too long, whereas shortening their waiting time will

diminish the benefits of multicast session to serve as many consumers as possible.

The second problem is how to support scalability and interactivity. Support for full

interactivity requires an individualized service for each customer by dedicating an inter-

action channel per customer, which limits the scalability of multicast VoD. Again, the

heterogeneous service also demand distinguished bandwidth requirement for each QoS

service. Hence, the possibility of forming group of same requests also diminishes.

The third problem is how to guarantee customers' QoS with limited bandwidths. In

multicast' VoD, customers' QoS can be expressed in terms of the waiting time before

receiving service, the customers' defection rate due to long waits, and the VCR action

blocking probability and playback effect. However, since the system resources are limited,
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we must strive to maximize their utilization.

5

Moreover, the multicast VoD service generally prefers popular videos, but how to serve

the requests for unpopular videos in a multicast VoD framework is also important to the

fairness of service.

1.4 Problem Definition and Previous Work

The major challenge in providing a VoD service is handling enormous demand for high

quality video in a real-time network with real time interaction. In existing architectures

of VoD systems, customers are served individually by allocating and dedicating a trans-

mission channel and a set of video server resources. The problem with this approach is

that it leads to an expensive-to-operate system and moreover such system cannot scale

well as the number of clients of the system grows.

Server!

Moviel
Movie2

Admission
Controller
wilha
Central
Database

Served
Movie2
Movie3

SJ

Server2

Moviel
Movie3

Figure 1'.1: The architecture of a distributed system

Vide~-on-Demand service in an Enterprise Network using unicast communication tech-

nique has been discussed in [19]. The architecture of this VoD system is presented in

Figure 1.1. In this architecture, there are several storage servers and a powerful Admis-
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sian Controller with a central database. The clients put their requests of a specific movie

to the Admission Controller in terms of Service Level Agreement (SLA). The Admission

Controller works as a central resource allocator that allocates and dedicates the network

bandwidth and the sever I/O bandwidth to the client when his/her multimedia session

starts. It also works as a selector of optimal number of users along with their deliv-

ery routes and media source. Each prospective client provides a revenue offer for each

level of QoS for the multimedia service. Admission control will be done based on the of-

fered revenue, available and required resources. Revenue maximizing problem considering

these resource constraints is mapped to Multiple Choice Multiple Dimension Knapsack

(MMKP) problem. A heuristic solution to this problem is also proposed in [19]. The

oystem offers TVoD service nevertheless it is non-scalable and expensive-to-operate.

One of the best ways to deliver information to more than one customer is through the

use of multicast communication. Multicasting VoD (MVoD) systems supporting different

forms of VCR actions: continuous and discontinuous VCR actions are examined in [4, 5,

12, 24, 28]. Most of the works found in the literature considered the star-bus topology

as the network architecture even though the architecture of typical Enterprise Network

is often the mesh topology. Star-bus topology is shown in Figure 1.2. In multicast

communication technique, a single server stream is required to deliver media data to a

group of customers. So, the gain of multicast technique mainly depends on the larger

multicast group formation.

Customer requests arriving within a short time can be batched together and serviced

by a single stream is called Batching [12]. Batching increases the system throughput

by increasing the possibility of larger multicast group formation. This is because when

the batch duration is introduced it is more likely that more similar requests will be

accumulated this short interval of time. However, it increases initial service latency that

may cause some impatient customers to renege.

Patching eliminates the service latency imposed by the Batching scheme [17]. The

objective of Patching is to substantially improve the number of requests each channel can
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CPE

CPE

epE: Client Pn:mise IOqyjpmcnl

Figure 1.2: The architecture of a typical VoD system.

serve per time unit, thereby sufficiently reducing the per-customer system cost. In Patch-

ing scheme channels are often used to patch the missing portion of a service or deliver a

patching stream, rather than multicasting the video in its entirety. In Patching, a client

might have to download data from both regular multicast and patching channels simul-

taneously. However, Patching temporarily puts a heavy load on the servers as patching

streams are dedicated to the patched clients. We propose a new patching technique which

eliminates the heavy server load temporarily incurred by conventional Patching technique.

Cooperative Patching approach is recently proposed approach that relies on the coop-

eration of the video clients in forming an overlay network over which the video is prop-

agated [14, 15, 20). In this approach, a client currently in the overlay network forwards

the content it is receiving and serves other client's request as a server. Thus the for-

warding capability of the overlay network will grow incrementally. However, this scheme

puts larger responsibility on clients making the system more prone to service interruption

especially in a highly interactive environment.

A client in the system should have a significant amount of buffer space to forward the
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entire video to other clients. Moreover, it is a periodic multicast technique which is only

suitable for popular movies. The client buffer can be used to forward the initial portion

of a movie to patch a client into an ongoing session. This obviously ease the burden of

forwarding the entire movie to other clients and also decrease service interruptions in the

system. Thus patching streams will be provided by the clients rather than the server itself.

The new scheme is proposed in our research and it is defined as Client-Assisted Patching.

Incorporating multicast communication technique in Enterprise Network is very much

necessary. Such incorporation will make the system highly scalable and increase cost-

performance benefits. However, such a system will provide NVoD. Some of the features

of the unicast service like high support of interactivity are sacrificed in order to achieve

scalability and cost-effectiveness.

1.5 Scope and Focus of the Thesis

In multicast communication service, a single stream may be used to serve a group of

clients. Allocation of resources such as, link bandwidth and server I/O bandwidth is

essential to ensure Quality of Service (QoS) of multimedia services delivered over the

network. The aim of this research is to address this problem in an Enterprise Network

with a set of media servers.

This thesis represents a solution of VoD service aided with multicast communication

technique in an Enterprise Network. There will be a set of media servers in the Enterprise

Network. We analyze the methodologies to handle the interactive requests in the proposed

system and also suggest a new technique in admitting VCR requests.

We combine both Batching scheme and a new Patching scheme in the proposed system.

The new patching technique is proposed in this thesis called Client-Assisted Patching. In

this pat~hing technique each client is assumed to be cooperative and can serve other

clients by dedicating a patching stream who request the same movie shortly after the

session begins.
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This research also represents an Admission Controller for an Enterprise Network. An

Admission Controller is out of scope of this research. Clients requests are made to the

Admission Controller and bandwidth requirement for these requests is ignored compared

to the bandwidth requirement for actual data transmission. It is also assumed that a

central database will keep all network and server resource information but the actual

multimedia data stream will be kept only on the servers with possible replications of only

popular movies. The media servers and the underlying network are assumed to be able

to reserve resources for admitted clients' sessions. We also adopt a profit maximization

and fair policy.

A simulation based study is required to measure the performance of the system and

also compare with other conventional systems. However, it will not design to demonstrate

all the communication protocols required for the proposed system and development of the

system is out of the scope of this research.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis describes the detail design and implementation issues of a scalable video-on-

demand service in an Enterprise Network based on multicast communication technique

which outperforms similar approaches. The focus of the contribution is on designing a

cooperative client based efficient patching scheme. This introductory chapter summarizes

the contribution by depicting focus and related works.

The details of video-on-demand service has been illustrated in Chapter 2.. A liter-

ary review of Cooperative client approach and conventional Patching approach has been

presented. This chapter 111~oincludes preliminary description of some terminologies and

concepts of video-on-demand services. Different languages and tools supporting discrete

event sim~lation are described in this chapter as well.

Chapter 3, the main chapter of this dissertation, illustrates our proposed patching
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technique and various adaptation techniques in Enterprise Network. A detail description

of an Enterprise Network and its components has been given. The admission control

methodologies and client buffer requirement analysis are also presented in this chapter.

The detail description of interactivity support mechanism of the proposed system has also

been illustrated in this chapter.

Chapter 4 consists of the simulation results and comparative study against conven-

t.ional Patching scheme. This chapter also includes the detail description of simulation

settings and different comparative parameters that are used in the simulation process.

Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing the key contributions and presenting

directions towards future research in this field.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Video-an-Demand allows clients to connect to a VoD server using a television set-top box

(STB) and use the STB to make a selection from the server's video library, and begin

watching the selected video after a short interval of time. A workstation can also be used

instead of STB. Interactive VoD allows customers to interact with a movie being shown

with VCR like functions like pause, fast-forward, rewind and so on. The major challenge

of VoD service is to handle the enormous demand of such service in a real time network.

with real time interaction. In typical VoD system architectures, the approach is to service

customers individually by allocating and dedicating a transmission channel and a set of

server resources to each customer. The problem with this approach is that it leads to an

expensive-to-operate and non-scalable system.

2.1 Video-on-Demand Services

One of the best ways to improve system performance is to satisfy customer requests using

delayed server response and multicast communication. Advantages are gained in both the

server al\d the network when several similar requests occur at nearly the same time. A

single server I/O and single movie stream can be used to satisfy all the requests accumu-

11
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lated for the same movie within that short time. Customer can share single movie stream

resulting in reduced system cost per customer and improved system scalability. This sys-

tern of sharing resources contradicts, to a certain extent, the need for the individualized

service in an interactive VoD system. Providing interactive functions in a multicast VoD

system requires either added complexity in the client premise equipment and redefining

interactive functions from traditional VCR-style. It may also be necessary to sacrifice

some of the on-demand nature of true VoD system. The systems in which inter activity

some of the on-demand nature are sacrificed in order to achieve cost-effectiveness or other

purposes are sometimes referred to as Near VoD systems [22]. The main classification of

VoD services are listed and cornpared in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Classification of VoD systems

VoD service Comparison

No-VoD same as broadcast TV I in which the user is a passive

participant and has no control over the session.

NVoD service latency may occur. Functions like forward,

pause and rewind are simulated by transitions in dis-

crete time intervals.

TVoD the user has complete control over the session presen-

tation. The user has full function ofVeR capabilities

including change of motion of pict~l~~~.:

Video data are ~enerally stored in a centralized server or distributed servers. Systems

in a distributed environment are more challenging than systems in centralized environ-

ment. Most of the research goes for centralized systems. However, some of the works have

been done for Enterprise Networks but all most all of them proposed unicast communica-

tion technique rather than modern multicast communication technique. In this research

we propo.se multicast VoD system in a distributed environment.
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2.2 Scheduling Strategies

13

Existing schemes for allocating server channels can be broadly classified into user-centered

and data-centered approaches [16, 22, 31]. A user-centered algorithm dedicates channels

on behalf of individual users (see [2, 19] and references therein) whereas a data cen-

tered algorithm will dedicate channels to video objects rather than to users. This latter

approach allows users to share a video stream using the multicast facility of modern com-

munication networks [4, 5] and has the potential of dramatically reducing network and

server bandwidth. Thus, the data-centered approach is potentially more scalable than the

user-centered .approach.

2.2.1 User-Centered Scheduling Strategies

A conventional VoD system is implemented the user-centered scheduling scheme [2, 19]

in which a user eventually acquires some dedicated bandwidth. When a client makes a

request to the server, the server sends the requested object to the client via a dedicated

unicast channel. This. system incurs high system costs, especially in terms of server storage

I/O and network bandwidths. These techniques are said to be "user-centered", because

channels are allocated to users, not data or objects. These simplify the implementation,

but dedicating a stream to each viewer will quickly exhaust the resources of the system.

In [2, 19]' unicast VoD service has been proposed in an Enterprise Network with

multiple servers. We have already discussed it in Chapter 1. Different Service Level

Agreements (SLA) with batching scheme are considered. There are many definitions

of SLA found in [3]. A heuristic solution has been developed to the problem of profit

maximization in selecting _the optimized client requests over the accumulated requests

during a batch interval.
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2.2.2 Data-Centered Scheduling Strategies

14

The solution of the user-centered scheduling policies is data-centered scheduling strategies

which dedicates channels to video objects, instead of users. It allows users to share a

server stream by batching their requests. Requests by multiple clients for the same movie

arriving within a short time interval can be batched together and served by using a single

stream [12).

The data-centered strategy significantly reduces the demand for both network and

server bandwidths. The data-centered strategies can be either server-initiated or client-

initiated [131. In the client-initiated service, channels are allocated among the users and

the service is initiated by clients, so it is also known as scheduled or client-pull service. In

the server-initiated service, the server channels are dedicated to individual video objects,

so it is also called periodic broadcast or server-push service. Popular videos are broadcast

periodically in this scheme, and a new request dynamically joins, with a small delay, the

stream that is being broadcast. In practice, it is efficient to use hybrid batching that

combines the two schemes mentioned here.

2.3 Server-Initiated Multicast Schemes

In server-initiated scheme, the bandwidth is dedicated to-video objects rather than to

users. Videos are decomposed into segments which are then broadcast periodically via

dedicated channels. Although the worst-case service latency experienced by any subscriber

is guaranteed to be less than the interval of broadcasting the leading segment and is

independent of the current number of pending requests, this strategy is more efficient for

popular videos than for unpopular ones due to the fixed cost of channels.

One of the earlier periodic broadcast schemes was the Equally-spaced interval Broad-

casting [12]. Since it broadcasts a given video at equally-spaced intervals, the service

latency can only be improved linearly with the increase of the server bandwidth. To sig-
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nificantly reduce the service latency, Pyramid Broadcasting (PB) was introduced in [1].

In PB, each video file is partitioned into the segments of geometrically-increasing sizes,

and the server capacity is evenly divided into K logical channels. The i-th channel is used

to broadcast the i-.th segments of all videos sequentially. Since the first segments are very

small, they can be broadcast more frequently through the first channel. This ensures a

smaller waiting time for every video. Some other works [16, 21, 31] are also discussed in

the literature to address different issues of periodic multicast VoD services. Cooperative

Client approach has been discussed in [14, 15]. We want to discuss this approach in the

following section as it is related to our research.

2.3.1 Cooperative Client Approach

Cooperative client approach is recently proposed approach that relies on the cooperation

of the video clients in forming an overlay network over which the video is propagated

[14, 151. In this approach, a client currently in the overlay network forwards the content

it is receiving, and serves other client's request as a server. Thus the forwarding capability

of the overlay network will grow incrementally. Each newly admitted client will bring an

extra bandwidth capacity to the system.

A video server S periodically broadcasts video program in C channels after a cer-

tain time interval d. Each channel can be used to transmit one video stream. There is

an application layer multicast tree associated with each channel. The server serves the

clients with the original stream, and m time-shifted streams. The streams are labeled as

50,51,"', Sm. Stream So is the original stream, while Si starts after a i x d delay. Video

server is the single source of the video content, and is the root of the application layer

multicast tree. It processes client requests to join, leave, and rejoin the multicast group,

and is responsible for maintaining the topological structure and resource availability of

the multicast tree.

When a client .first joins the multicast group, it always joins a multicast tree of the

r .'r--

\
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original stream. If the server has free video channel available, the client connects to the

server directly. Otherwise, the client joins the tree by connecting to a client already in

t,he tree who has enough available bandwidth resources, while at the same time, has the

shortest overlay path to the video server. The cooperating client is called patching parent

of the other client. A client in the multicast tree suffers service disconnection in two cases:

1) upstream link congestion, or 2) an ancestor node's failure. Patching parent selection

algorithms are discussed in [15].

Thus, the streaming problem from a single server to a large number of clients is solved

in this work. But the system relies extensively on client cooperation which might create

significant service interruption in the system.

2.4 Client-Initiated Multicast Schemes

In this thesis, we mainly concentrate on client initiated approach. Using a client-initiated

multicast, when a server channel becomes available, the server selects a batch to multicast

according to some scheduling policies discussed in the next section. Requests for a movie

arriving within short time can be batched together and serviced using a single stream

is called Batching [12]. Customer reneging behavior has been discussed in [12]. To

eliminate the servi,ce latency, several dynamic multicast techniques have been proposed

in [10, 17, 18, 25, 291. In snbsequent section we will describe some of the works related

with this research.

2.4.1 Batching Policies

The free channels of the server are made available to the customers according to a policy

called scheduling policy on which the system performance IS related to. Some of the

important scheduling policies are discussed in Table 2.2. The scheduling policies shown

in Table 2.2 and some of their variants are discussed in [12, 24]. As MFQLF policy
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Table 2.2: Classification of batching polices
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Batching Policies Working Principle Objective

Maximum Queue Length First requests for the video with the maximizing the server through-

(lvIQLF) largest number of pending re- put but unfair.ness to unpopular

quests to serve first. videos.

Fin;t-Come- First-Served the request with the longest Fairness but a lower .system

(FCFS) waiting time to serve next. throughput.

Maximum Factored Queue the pending batch with the a throughput close to that of

Length First (lvIFQLF) largest size waited by the MQLF without compromising

factor, (the associated access fairness.

frequency)-lj2, to serve next.

maximizes the system throughput without compromising fairness, we have adopted this

policy in this work.

2.5 Dynamic Multicasting

Multicast session tree can be dynamically expanded after session starts. Such schemes

save the resources that are otherwise required to serve the clients who request the same

movie shortly afterwards. Many works on dynamic multicast have been discussed in the

literature. However, we will discuss some of the related works.:..

2.5.1 Patching

Patching was introduced in [171 in order to eliminate the initial service latency of the

clients. Patching increases the number of requests each channel can serve per time unit

and decreases service cost. In Patching scheme, channels are often used to patch the

missing portion of a service or deliver a patching stream, rather than multicast the video

in its entirety. The Figure 2.1 illustrates the Patching scheme. At time zero a multicast
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session starts and at time five a new request for the same video arrives and it is patched

by a dedicated separate channel from the server.

Regular stream

Patching stream

Figure 2.1: Patching: A dynamic multicasting technique.

Given that there is an existing multicast video, when to schedule another multicast for

the same video is crucial. The time limit, up to when a newly arrived client will be patched

after a multicast session starts, is called patching window [8, 17]. Some modifications of

patching technique are discussed in [9, 25]. Two simple approaches of setting the patching

window are discussed in [17]. The first one uses the length of the video as the patching

window. That is, no multicast is initiated as long as there is an in-progress multicast

session for the video. This approach is called the Greedy Patching because it tries to

exploit an in-progress multicast as much as possible. However, over-greed can actually

reduce data sharing [17]. The second approach, called the Grace Patching, uses a patching

stream for the new client only if it has enough buffer space to absorb the skew. Hence,

under Grace Patching, the patching window is determined by the client buffer size.

In conventional patching scheme there is a problem of server load mainly experienced at

patching time. Server spares a patching stream to each client who will join dynamically

to the on going session. This significantly increases server load. This issue has been

discusse~ in [181. One of the objectives of this thesis is to alleviate this server load. In

this case we propose a new patching technique which greatly decreases the demand for

the server load.
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2.6 Range Multicast
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Range Multicast is a new communication paradigm for video-on-demand applications

[18]. This scheme is a shift from a conventional thinking about multicast where every

receiver must obtain the same data packet at all times. In Range Multicast environment,

RM-enabled nodes are placed on the Internet and forms an overlay topology shown in

Figure 2.2. As video stream passes through a sequence of nodes on the delivery path

each caches the video data in a fixed-sized FIFO buffer. The root node does not need

to cache any movie because it is directly connected to the server. A client requests a

video to its nearby RM router called representative router. In Figure 2.2 Rz, R3, ~ and

Rs are representative routers. The representative router then broadcasts a find request

to the overlay nodes if it does not posses the cache of that movie. A RM router which

has the cached copy of the initial part of that movie, responds to the broadcast request.

The representative router then sends ACK to the earlier response. Thus the client gets

the movie.

Root

R,

R,

Figure 2.2: 'Overlay topology of range multicast enabled routers.
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2.7 Interactivity in Multicast VoD System
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There are two types of VCR actions one is continuous and another is discontinuous [5].

Continuous VCR actions are those in which customer can pause, rewind and fast forward

for any discrete time interval. In discontinuous VCR actions customer can pause, rewind

and fast forward for integer multiple of predetermined time increment, T. Whenever a

client issues a VCR request, it no longer belongs to the current multicast group. So, the

client needs to assign a new multicast group. The details of interactive actions is discussed

in the following section.

2.7.1 Actual and Displaced Start Times

In order to understand the discontinuous VCR actions we define the actual and displaced

start times with respect to each customer viewing a movie. The actual start-time defines

t.he time when a customer begins to enjoy a movie. The displaced start-time is defined

as the current time minus the duration of the portion of the movie that has already been

enjoyed. Initially the actual and displaced start times are the same. After an n time

increments of pause request, the n increments are added to the displaced start-time. A

rewind (or fast forward) of n time increments subtracts (or adds) n time increments from

(to) the displaced start-time (see Figure 2.3). Thus Figure 2.3 represents the fact that

any kind of int.eractive request made by the clients,' is' regar-ded as'8: multIcast session

change request to the admission controller. Thus, if sufficient resources are available to

start. a new session with the new start-time, the VCR request is accepted by the admission

controller otherwise it is rejected. In case of rejection, the customer continues with the

current multicast session and it seems that no interactive request is made. Solution to

t.his problem has been discussed in the following section.

" C
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Figure 2,3: Effect of VCR action on a movie's displaced start-time,

Contingency Channel

There is always the possibility that the group change request for VCR action cannot be

granted, This will happen when there is no resource available to satisfy the group change

request, This scenario is called VCR action blocking [4, 5]. There must be some channels

reserved to facilitate the VCR actions. These channels are called contingency channel

or emergency channel. They will not be available to satisfy the normal requests. These

channels will be used to lower the VCR action blocking rate. In extreme case, when there

is no channel available to support the VCR action the request is blocked. There is a

trade-off'bet";"een the number of channels required for initial admission of the customers

and the number of contingency channels to support smooth VCR action.
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2.8 Network Simulator
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In this section, we briefly describe some important simulators that are used in the simu-

lations of different types of networks like wired, wireless and sensor networks.

2.8.1 Parsec

Parsec [6] (for PARallel Simulation Environment for Complex systems) is a C-based

discrete-event simulation language and it is a package as well. It adopts the process in-

teraction approach to discrete-event simulation. An object (also referred to as a physical

process) or set of objects in a physical system is represented by a logical process. Interac-

tions among physical processes (events) are modeled by timestamped message exchanges

among the corresponding logical processes. One of the important distinguishing features

of Parsec is its ability to execute a discrete-event simulation model using several different

asynchronous parallel simulation protocols on a variety of parallel architectures. Parsec

is designed to cleanly separate the description of a simulation model from the underlying

simulation protocol, sequential or parallel, used to execute it. Thus, with few modifica-

tions, a Parsec program may be executed using the traditional sequential (Global Event

List) simulation protocol or one of many parallel optimistic or conservative protocols. In

addition, Parsec provides powerful message receiving constructs that result in shorter and
..- - .._" _. .... _--

more natural simulation programs. Hence we have implemented our simulation programs

with this language.

2.8.2 GloMoSim

GloMoSim [7] is a scalable simulation environment for wireless and wired networks sys-

tems developed initially at UCLA Computing Laboratory. It has been designed using

the parallel discrete~event simulation capability provided by Parsec. GloMoSim currently

supports protocols' for purely wireless networks. It is build using a layered approach.
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Standard APIs are used between the different layers of the system. This allows the rapid

integration of models developed at different layers by users. To specify the network char-

acteristics, the user has to define specific scenarios in text configuration files: app.conf

and Config.in. The first file contains the description of the traffic to generate (application

type, bit rate, etc.) and the second contains the description of the remainder parameters.

The statistics collected can be either textual or graphical. In addition, GloMoSim pro-

vides various applications (CBR, ftp, telnet), transport protocols (TCP, UDP), routing

protocols (AODV, flooding) and mobility schemes (random waypoint, random drunken).



Chapter 3

Client-Assisted Patching

In conventional Patching scheme, the patching streams are provided by the server. This

incurs heavy load to the server as it spares a dedicated channel for each client who requests

the same movie after a session starts. The client side cache can be used to store the initial

part of the movie a!1d client can supply the patching stream to the later clients to reduce

the server load. The conserved server bandwidth can be used to satisfy more multicast

sessions and increase the scalability of the proposed VoD system.

3.1 Client-Assisted Patching Technique

To understand the motivation behind Client-Assisted patching, we first discuss the weak

point of conventional Patching and then describe the details of the proposed system in this

section. We analyze the buffer requirement of the clients of the newly proposed system

and also compare it with conventional Patching. However, in the proposed system, each

client requires certain buffer space which is only required for patched client in conventional

Patching scheme.

24
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3.1.1 Weak Point of Conventional Patching
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Although Patching is more efficient than multicast with batching technique, it puts heavy

load on server bandwidth. In Patching scheme, if a session starts with multiple clients and

after a while a client requests the same movie, then the newly arrived client is merged with

the ongoing session. If Patching was not considered, another session is to be created and

the movie is to be transmitted in its entirety. Thus Patching increases system throughput.

It also eliminates service latency incurred by the Batching scheme. Patching contributes

the eHicien.cy gain at the cost of client side cache requirement. However, in patching

scheme, server reserves a unicast channel for each client who requests the same movie

shortly afterward. This temporarily puts heavy load on servers at the time of getting

more and more patchable requests. The problem is illustrated .in Figure 3.1.

54

I 0

[j:]
(0)

54 .

~
(b)

Figure 3.1: Server load in Patching.

Regular stream

Patching stream

A session is started with six clients at Time 0 as shown in Figure 3.1(a). Patching

window i~ assumed to be 10 time units long. We have discussed in previous chapter that

the patching window is the time limit up to when a newly arrived client will be patched

after a multicast session starts. At Time 7, 8 and 9, clients C7,C8 and C9 request
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the same movie r~speetively as shown in Figure 3.1(b). As all the new requests arrive

within the time interval of the patching window, patching streams are dedicated from

the server for all of them. Different dotted lines in Figure 3.1(b) have been shown as the

patching streams from the server. This demands heavy bandwidth requirement for the

servers as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Client-Assisted Patching reduces the server load by

using the client side cache. In this approach, all patching channels will be provided by

t.he cooperative clients rather than the server itself. Thus, the proposed system alleviates

server load and the conserved bandwidth can be used to satisfy more multicast groups.

Thus it increases the throughput and scalability of the system.

3.1.2 Technique of the Proposed System

Basic principles of the proposed system is demonstrated in the following points:

• In client-assisted patching, a client will be patched if it requests the same movie

that has an ongoing session available within the duration of the patching window.

A nearby client of that session will be selected by the Admission Controller to supply

the patching stream. The selected nearby client is called the patching parent and

the requesting client is called patched child client .

• Each client of a session will store the initial part ofthe movie.so th"t each client

can supply the patching stream to its nearby client when selected as a patching

parent within the time schedule of the patching window. The newly merged client

in turn can also supply patching stream to other newly arrived client. So, every

newly admitted client will bring some extra bandwidth to the system. However,

each client in the proposed system should have at least a certain amount of buffer

space to store the initial part of a movie and should have certain I/O bandwidth to

forward video data to a patched client .

• In our proposed system, a client will supply patching stream to at best a single
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client. Thus clients have a limited responsibility in our approach unlike Cooperative

Patching [14, 15] where client forwards the whole movie to multiple clients. Thus

client management task will be easier and efficient in the proposed system .

• Patched clients may experience service interruption in the proposed system. This

may happen when a client issues a VCR request or session leave request while

serving as a patching parent. We also propose a solution to this problem. Ser-

vice interruption and client buffer requirement will be discussed in the subsequent

sections.

Regular stream

Patching stream

(,)

Figure 3.2: Client-Assisted Patching.

(b)

Client-assisted patching technique is illustrated in Figuie'3.2. A session is assumed

to be started at Time a with four clients as shown in Figure 3.2(a). Patching window is

assumed to be 5 time units long. At Time 4 Client C5 requests the same movie. As the

request time is within the duration of the patching window, the Admission Controller will

select a nearby client to supply the patching stream. At this time, Client C3 is selected

as shown in Figure 3.2(b) to supply the patching stream to the newly arrived Client C5.

The patching stream is released when the missing portion is made up and the client will
,

continue with the regular stream until the end of the session.
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3.2 Architecture of the Proposed System
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The architecture of the proposed video-on-demand service in an Enterprise Network is

shown in Figure 3.3. The system components are described below.
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Figure 3.3: The architecture of Enterprise Network

• Enterprise network: We consider a privately owned small enterprise network with

network switches (nodes) and links between them. InJ')gure 3J,8Lthrough 86

represent network nodes. We use switches and network nodes interchangeably in

this text to interpret the same entity. Links or connections between them are shown

by lines between them .

• Video server: The video servers stores video streams and delivers the requested

movies through multicast channels .. First round movies are replicated in different

servers in order to satisfy enormous demand for that kind of movies.

• Client: A client is connected to the enterprise network through an interface. The

. interface can be a workstation or a device. The device must be able to send and.
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receive control messages required to communicate with the Admission Controller,

patching parents and servers. The device receives and processes a video stream.

It also receives and processes input from the customer via a remote control. The

customer can either request a movie or request VCR-style functions such as pause,

rewind and fast forward. Buffering a small number of frames in the customer end

also helps provide continuous playout in the event of short and unexpected delays

in the video server or network.

• Admission Controller: The Admission Controller is in charge of accepting or

rejecting the clients' requests and acts as a moderator. The Admission Controller

maintains a centralized database that contains all necessary information of the sys-

tem. These include available memory, CPU cycles and I/O bandwidth of different

servers and bandwidth of connecting links. Multimedia data information I.e. the

where abouts of the media data are also stored in the database. Note that the cen-

tralized database does not contain actual multimedia data. The server will send the

media data to the clients according to the instruction of the Admission Controller.

The Admission Controller also maintains the session related information.

3.2.1 Practical Description of the Architecture

The architecture and its different components have been described in the previous sub-

,ection. However, a sensible description of the architecture will help understand the real

environment of the system. This will also provide information about the implementation

details of the proposed system .

• Connectivity: In t.his architecture there are connections at different levels as shown

in Figure 3.4. The switches or nodes form the backbone of the enterprise network.

The, interconnection between nodes can be established by optical fiber of Gigabits

per second (Gbps) range. lOOOBaseF fiber optics or lOOOBaseT copper wires are

typical example of 1 Gbps connectivity available in the market. If necessary the
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bandwidth of some links can be of 10 Gbps and high end servers with data rate

10Gbps can be attached to these ports. However, when there are few users in the

system low capacity connection like Optical Carrier level 1 (OC1) can be used. The

workstations are connected through an Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) or an

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL).

ADSLModem

Workstation

Layer3 Switch

- - - - ADSL connection
lOS FibcrOptic connection

100B FiberOptic connection
~ DC 1 connection

1OOMbps connection

Figure 3.4: The architecture of Enterprise -Network- --

• Switches: The switches in the enterprise network should be high speed switches

having appropriate number of gigabit ports. The capacity of such switches could be

some millions packets per second. However, switches can have some 10GB ports in

case of connecting heavy duty servers .

• Servers: The servers are special Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices. The

servers are dedicated for sending video data. They are directly connected to the

switch with gigabit capacity connection.
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• Customer Interface: The customer interface can be workstation or set-top box.

Workstations are standalone personal computers connected to the network through

LAN or ADSL. The set-top box is simply a channel tuner and a low cost device.

Whatever be the customer interfaces, they should have sufficient resources like mem-

ory, disk space, graphics, video data decoding capacity and video software execution

capacity. Our proposed VoD system requires the interface to have enough memory

to buffer certain amount of video data .

• Conncetivity and Storage of Admission Controller: The Admission Con-

troller is a high performance machine. It is directly connected to the high speed

switch. A NAS device can be used for the centralized database attached to it. The

controller is connected directly to the switch with a gigabit capacity port and gigabit

connection media.

3.2.2 Protocols of the System

Although this work is not focused on developing the system for VoD using Client-Assisted

Patching, we want to discuss some of the protocols that should be used in different stages

of the system. The protocols are mainly related in communication among Admission

Controller, clients and servers. We also discuss the protocols that should be used in

cooperative clients approach of patching.--

The Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is a protocol for use in streaming media

systems which allows a client to remotely control a streaming media server, issuing VCR-

like commands such as "play" and "pause", and allowing time-based access to files on a

server [32]. The control data such as advertisements of different servers about their media

data and their resource information, requests to the Admission Controller by the users

and also the corresponding notifications, patching requests to the patching parents, all

these need guaranteed data transmission. However, bandwidth requirements to transmit

all these control data is negligible as compared to the media data transmission.
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On the other hand, video playback demands real time data delivery. It requires ordered

and timely delivery of packets with no retransmission. It is only possible when all media

data are routed through the same path from the same source for any requested video.

Moreover, a request has been accepted by the Admission Controller by considering a

fixed routing path and a fixed server. So, Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) may

be u,ed for this strategy in which an end to end virtual path is created in the packet

switching network [27]. The Admission Controller sets the MPLS labels in the switches

of the enterprise network for a particular path. For video data transmission, the Real-

time Transport Protocol (RTP) can be used as it defines a standardized packet format

for delivering audio and video over the Internet [33]. Then a multimedia session starts

tran,mitting the multimedia stream using RTP over MPLS.

Cooperative clients need to cache the video data received from the server and can

serve other clients to patch in an ongoing session. Cache-and-Relay protocol can be used

in this purpose where clients cache data received from the server and future requests are

satisfied by the client which contains the data.[20].

3.2.3 Working Principle of the Admission Controller

Communication takes place among different components of enterprise network at different

stages using different protocols. The following points depict the activities of the Admission

Controller:

• The servers advertise about the media data stored in their storage to the Admission

Controller. They also advertise about their .resources to the Admission Controller.

Thus the Admission .Controller updates its database of the movie stores .

• The clients put their request to the Admission Controller. The request contains the

information about the movie to be enjoyed, cache size and bandwidth of the client,

source of the client and so on.
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• The Admission Controller maintains shortest path multicast tree of nodes of the

entire network rooted at each server node. It admits a client's request and allocates

resources based on a particular multicast tree. It accepts or rejects any client's

request based. on the availability of the resources. The detail admission policy is

described in the following section. The acceptance reply includes multicast address

of the session and patching parent address if required. Eventually the client will be

notified about the acceptance or rejection .

• A client may be admitted at the beginning of the session or after a short while

from the starting point of a session. In the later case, the client is provided with a

patching parent information. The Admission Controller will select a patching parent

and also keep track of parent information. The client will download data both from

the regular channel and a patching channel. Server provides the regular channel

and a patching parent provides the patching channel. If a patching parent leaves

the session while serving other client, the Admission Controller will select another

patching parent from the participants of that session. This may introduce service

interruption. We will discuss more about service interruption later in this chapter .

• A client may request interactive VCR action to the Admission Controller at any.

time during a play back of a movie. We consider pause, fast-forward and rewind

interactive functions. Any kind of VCR request is interpreted as a multicast ses-

sion change request to the Admission Controller. We have already illustrated about

multicast session change request due to interactive request in Chapter 2. The Ad-

mission Controller will try to assign another session to the client who issues a VCR

action. However, interactive requests may be ignored by the Admission Controller'

due to resource shortages. This is known as VCR action blocking. We will describe

more about this in the following section.
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3.3 Interactivity in the Proposed System
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Any kind of interactive request will be regarded as a multicast group change request. So,

the customer who requests the interactive VCR action, will be assigned to a new multicast

group with a new start time called displaced start-time [5]. We have already discussed

about interactivity in a multicast VoD system in Chapter 2. We will now focus on the

issues of interactive VCR actions in Client-Assisted patching scheme. We also discuss two

alternatives of incorporating interactivity in the proposed multicast VoD systems.

3.3.1 Incorporating VCR Action by Joining Other Session

When a customer issues an interactive VCR request, a message is sent to the Admission

Contr,oller with a new start-time of the movie that is the displaced start-time. It should

be noted that any interactive request is regarded as a multicast group change request.

When the Admission Controller receives a multicast group change request it determines

the number of customers watching the same movie which have the actual start-time

that matches with the displaced start-time. This information is used by the Admission

Controller to decide whether this request can be granted. The strategy of the Admission

Controller is as follows.

• The Admission Controller must decide whether suflicient-Tesources are"available to

satisfy the interactive action. A request can be granted if anyone of the following

conditions can be met:

1. If another session of it multicast group exists playing the same movie that has

the actual start-time within the interval [displaced start-time, displaced start-

time + threshold] and the path from the customer to the server serving the
,

,group is already included in the multicast tree of the session then the customer

can join the multicast. group. This will not require any additional resources

to serve this client. Here, threshold is an integer multiple of predetermined

(
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time units. Usually threshold can be an integer multiple of batch interval.

Thus, the client may join in a multicast group which has an actual start-time

that does not exactly match the new displaced start-time of the requested

customer. This is very much necessary because the possibility of finding an

existing session that has an actual start-time within a range is higher than the

possibility of finding an existing session that has a particular actual start-time.

11. If another session of a multicast group exists showing the same movie that has

the actual start-time within the interval [displaced start-time, displaced start-

time + threshold] and resources are available for the path from the customer

to the server serving that multicast group if the path is not already included

with the multicast tree of the session.

lll. If no such group exists, but resources are available to create a new multicast

group .

• If the interactive VCR request can be satisfied, the customer who performed the

interactive VCR action is switched to the new multicast group. Depending on the

number of customers left in the previous multicast group the followings three things

may happen:

i. If the customer who switched to the new multicast group was the only one

watching the old stream, the stream is no longer needed and can be deallocated.

These resources can be used to satisfy other requests.

ii. If some other customers exist in the multicast group and there is no other

customer along the path from the server to the client of the multicast tree then

the resources along the path can be released.

Ill. If some other customers exist in the multicast group and also on the path from

,the server to the client of the multicast tree then the resources along the path

cannot be released.
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There is always the possibility that the group change request for interactive VCR

action cannot be granted as we have already discussed in Chapter 2. This will happen

when there is no resource available to satisfy the group change request. So, in this scheme

it is possible to reserve some channels to use in this emergency situation. However, as

these channels are not used for admitting initial requests, more initial movie requests are

likely to be rejected by the Admission Controller.

3.3.2 Using Client-Assisted Patching in VCR Actions

In this section, we discuss the provision of using the Client-Assisted Patching in the

same way as we have discussed for admitting initial client requests. That is, patching

the displaced clients (for issuing interactive VCR action) with ongoing sessions by the

cooperation of other clients. Service interruption may occur in Client-Assisted Patching

scheme when the patching parent itself issues an interactive VCR request or terminate

the session. We have covered the details of service interruption later in this chapter.

The service interruption problem may also occur at the time of patching initial portion

of a movie to the clients. Generally interactive VCR request is issued after the initial

part of a movie is played out. Thus, such requests at the beginning of a movie will not

create considerable service interrupt,ion in the system. However, it might introduce service

interruption to a significant number of. clients in the system. This due to the fact that

the probability of issuing an interactive action by a customer is higher at the later part of

a movie. On the other hand, the users issuing VCR action are generally habituated with

waiting few seconds (usually a threshold amount). For this reason., we propose to use

Client-Assisted Patching in a low interactive environment but not in a high interactive

environment. We also propose to use conventional Patching to patch the displaced clients

t.o ongoing sessions.
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3.4 Admission Control Algorithm
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The Admission Controller plays a very important role in the proposed VoD system. In

this section we will describe the admission control procedure in detail. The complexity

of the proposed procedure is discussed in the following section .. The flow chart of the

admission control procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Before describing the admission control algorithm, we first present the requests and

replies to and from the different components of enterprise network and some data struc- .

tures that are necessary to get an overall idea of the algorithm.

3.4.1 Requests and Replies

Each switch, server, session, client, movie are distinguished to the Admission Controller

by a unique identifier. Client requests and responses of the Admission Controller that are

used in this algorithm are as follows:

• MOVIE-REQUEST: Each client will place request for a movie to the Admission

Controller through this message. The message contains the requested node id and

movie id.

• VCR-REQUEST: Clients will put their interactive YCRrequ"sts t9the Admis-

sion Controller through this message. The message contains the source node id,

:;ession id and the movie id of the client. The message also specify the type of in-

teractive VCR action like pause, fast-forward, rewind and also the new start-time

of the movie due to the VCR action .

• SESSION-END-REQUEST: Each client will leave a session by sending this mes-

sage to the Admission Controller. The message contains the information about the

source node id and session id. The message is particularly important as the revenue

is calculated based on movie start-time and leave-time.
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• SELECT-PATCH-PARENT: The child client, facing patch stream loss, uses

this message to request the Admission Controller to select an alternate patching

parent. The Admission Controller will find out an alternative patching parent and

send the parent address to the respective patched child client.

• MOVIE-ACCEPTED: This is a response message from the Admission Controller

of MOVIE-REQUEST of a client. It contains the multicast address of the accepted

session. It also contains the patching parent address if patching is necessary .

• MOVIE-REJECTED: Due to the lack of necessary resources the client's movie

.request will be rejected by the Admission Controller. The message is used to reject

any client's MOVIE-REQUEST .

• VCR-ACCEPTED: This is also a reply message of the Admission Controller

to the VCR-REQUEST of a client. It contains the multicast address of a new

session with different start-time due to the shift from the original start-time for

such requests .

• VCR-REJECTED: When there is no resource available to satisfy the VCR-

REQUEST, the Admission Controller will send the message to the requested client .

• PATCH-PARENT: The Admission Controller will find out an alternate patching

parent in case of current patching parent leaving the-session and send the parent

address to the corresponding child client through this message.

Necessary data structures and procedures required for admission control algorithm are

a~ follows:

3.4.2 Data Structure

network: This data structure represents the enterprise network for the multicast VoD sys-

tem. It is a graph with multiple nodes and connecting links. It must contain information
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about the servers and clients connected with the network.
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multicastTrees[ j : This is an array of shortest path trees rooted at the servers. There is

one shortest path tree for each server.

servcrSource[ j : This is an array of nodes to which servers are connected. No more than

one server is connected to a node.

batchList[movie-idj This is an array of the waiting queues of movies. The client requests

that are not satisfied readily by Client-Assisted Patching scheme are queued to corre-

8ponding movie queue. The Admission Controller will handle these requests after the

batch interval.

3.4.3 Procedures

The admission control procedure consists of two threads, batched requests processing

thread and online requests processing thread as shown in Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b)

respectively. The details of the procedure and its sub-procedures are described below:

multicastTrees[ j dijkstra(network, serverSource[ ]) : The procedure returns a list

of shortest path trees of the network assuming roots are at serverSource[ j. Dijkstra

algorithm [11] is used to construct these shortest path trees .

.session selectPatchSession(client, movie-id) : The procedure will find if the client re-

quest can be patched to an ongoing session ofmoviecid. If there are more than one patch-

able sessions then the procedure will return the session which requires least resources for

the client to join.

patchingParent selectPatchingParent(session, client) : The procedure will find out a

client from the remaining clients of session as a patching parent of client. This procedure

will be called after procedure selectPatchSession is called. If a patchable session and

a patching parent are found, the request is said to be patched otherwise the request is

queued to batchList[movie-idj.

(
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Waiting for
Timeout of Batch-interval

Process the hatched

Requests that are queued

During processing
Movie-Request Thread

(a) Thread for batch processing of the queued requests

Waiting for a
Receipt of requests

Process-Movie- Request
Process-VCR-Request

Process-SessionEnd-Request
Process- Pateh- Parent-Request

Batch-Request

Batch Movie-Request
If cannot be patched

(b) Online request receiving and processing thread

Figure 3.5: Flow chart of admission control

add(batchList[movie-idJ, client) : If the movie request of client cannot be patched then it

will be queued to the array denoted by batchList[movie-id] by this function. The deCision

about the acceptance of the requests of the batches will be made after the batch interval.

session admitGlient(time, client, movie-id) : This procedure will admit a client in a

multicast session to be started for the current batch of requests. It will create a new

session of movie-id if there is none and set the actual start-time of the session as time.

It returns session as a session identifier of the multicast session. If there is no resource

available in admitting a request, it returns Nit. Availability of resources must be checked

during this admission.

session ad:m'itVCRRequest(displaced-start-time, client, movie-id) :As we have already

discussed that a client will be displaced from its original start-time whenever it issues a

VCR request that is the displaced-start-time. This procedure will search for an exist-

'(\
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ing session having the original start-time within interval [displaced-start-time, displaced-

start-time + threshold] and returns the session. If there is not such session and resources

are available then a new session will be created. In every case resource availability is

checked. We have discussed the details of the procedure in section 3.3.

distance(shortestPathTree, Ci, Ck): The procedure returns the shortest path distance

from client C, to the client Ck in the shortestPathTree.

MFQLF(batchList[]): This procedure implements the Maximum Factored Queue Length

First policy [12, 24]. During a batch interval the requests that cannot be patched

are queued to batchList[] corresponding to movie-id. The procedure sorts the array

batchList[] which is an array of batched customer requests. Sortingis done according to

the largest batch-size weighted by the factor (associated access frequency)-1/2 in descend-

ing order. It is worth mentioning that the requests are not sorted in the list of batched

requests for each movie. Generally there are limited number of movies in a VoD system.

That is way Bubble Sort is considered a reasonable sorting technique [11].

Procedure Admission-Control

/* The core procedure used by the Admission Controller */

I nit- Admission-C ontrol/erO

Start Online requests processing

Start Batched requests processing

end Procedure Admission-Control

Thread Online-Requests-Processing

while true do

request <- Receive (requests) /* A non-blocking call to receive a request */

case (request)

MOVIE-REQUEST:

Process-M ovie-Request()

VCR-REQUEST:
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Proeess-VCR-RequestO

SESSION-END-REQUEST:

Pr oeess-S essionEnd- Request 0
SELECT-PATCH-PARENT:

Seleet-Pateh-ParentO

endcase

end while

end Thread Online-Requests-Processing

Thread Batched-Requests-Processing

while true do

Waiting for Timeout of Batch-Interval

MFQLF(batehList[]) /* Sorting the array of movie batches in descending order */

for i <- 1 to m do

for each client C E batehList[iJ do

session <- admitClient(eurrentTime, C, i)
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if (session # Nil) then

Send MOVIE-ACCEPTED(session, Nil) to C /* Patching parent Nil */

else

Send MOVIE-REJECTED to C

endif

end for

end for

end while

end Thread Batched-Requests-Processing

Procedure Init-Admission-Controller(network N)

/* It initializes the multicast trees rooted at ea.ch server node */

6,(',- ."
~t~
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j*.N is an Enterprise network with its connectivities */

for i <- 1 to no_of _server s do /* Shortest path trees rooted at each :;ervernode */

multicastTrees[i] <- dijkstra(N, serverSource[i))

end for

end Procedure Init-Admission-Controller

Procedure Process-Movie-Request(client: 0, movie-id: M)

/* The procedure wi11be invoked when MOVIE-REQUEST message has been accepted */

session <- selectPatchSession( C, M)

patchingParent <- selectPatchingParent(session, 0)

if (session # Nil and patchingParent # Nil) then /* Client C is patched */

Admit 0 in session /* Allocation of resources for Client C */

Send MOVlE-ACCEPTED(session, patchingParent) to 0

else /* If patching is not possible then batch the request */

add(batchList[MJ, C) /* Client Cis batched */

endif

end Procedure Process-Moyie-Requests
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Procedure Process-VCR-Request(client: Cj, sesswn: S, movie-id: M, time:

newStartTime)

/* The procedure wi11be invoked when VCR-REQUEST messagehas been accepted */

session <- admitVORRequest(newStartTime, OJ, M)

if (session # Nil) then /* If resources are available,*/

if (OJ is serving as patching Parent of client Ck) then

On <- selectPatchingParent(session, Ok) /* Managing patchi;'g parent */

if (Cn # Nil)

Send PATCH-PARENT(Cn) to Ok

else j* Service interruption occurs for Ok */
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Send PATCH-PARENT(Nil) to Ck

endif

end if

Send VCR-ACCEPTED(session) to Ci

releaseResource(S, Ci) j* Release resources from the previous session *j

else /* Ignoring VCR request if resources are not available */

Send VCR-REJECTED to Ci

endif

end Procedure Process- VCR-Requests
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Procedure Process-SessionEnd-Request(client: Cj, sesswn: S, movie-id: Mil

j* The procedure will be invoked when SESSION-END-REQUEST has been accepted *j

if (Ci is serving as patching Parent of client Ck ) then

Cn <- selectPatchingParent( session, Ck) j* Find patching parent for Ck *j

if (Cn oF Nil)

Send PATCH-PARENT(Cn) to Ck

else /* Service interruption occurs for Ok */

Send PATCH-PARENT(Nil) to Ck

endif

endif

releaseResource(S, Ci) j* Release resources from the session *j

end Procedure Process-SessionEnd-Requests

Procedure Select-Patching-Parent(network N, session S, client Ck)

returns patching Parent" .

if Ck is the only client for S then j* If only child client left in the session *j

return server of S j* Returns the regular channel of the server *j

else

'.
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newTree;- dijkstra(N, source node of Ck)

mm;- (Xl

for each client Ci ofS do /* Finding shortest path parent */

d <- distance( newTree, Ci, Ck)

if Ci not serving other client and min> d then

min;- d

Cj <- Ci

endif

end for

return Cj /* Returns Cj as patching parent of Ck */

endif

end Procedure Select-Patch-Parent

3.4.4 Complexity Analysis

Suppose,

Number of servers = s

Number of movies = m

Number of nodes = V

Number of edges = E

Number of clients that are seeking admission = nr

Number of clients already admitted in multicast session = nc

The ratio, q = nr/nc _

Average movie duration = L

Batch interval = d

The maximum number of multicast session in the system = ~ x m

45
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Total server bandwidth = B

The maximum server bandwidth required to serve each session = b

The average server bandwidth required to serve all sessions, Sr = m x ~ x b

The total bandwidth of the accepted sessions can be at most, Sa = B
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Thus, the average percentage of served requests can be estimated as, ~ = mX(J:;d)Xb

Thus, the average percentage of served requests, Sal Sr is inversely proportional to the

number of movies in the system.

Average number of users per multicast session, k = ne/(~ x m) = (ne x d)/(L x m)

Number of existing sessions of a particular movie, S = nelkm = ~

Therefore, k is a variable and as the movie length and the batch interval are almost

constant for the system so S has become pseudo constant term in this scenario.

The procedure Admission-Control consists of mainly two threads: one is Online-

Requests-Processing Thread and the other is Batched-Requests-Processing Thread. So,

its runtime or complexity depends on the complexity of theses threads and we present the

complexity of those threads first.

Before starting the threads the procedure does some initialization tasks by calling

procedure Init-Admission-Controller. This procedure computes the shortest path trees

rooted at each server and there are s servers in the system. Dijkstra's algorithm [11] is.

used to compute the shortest path trees and it takes OrE log V) computation. Thus, the

Procedure Init-Admission-Controller requires total O(sE log V) computation.

Now we discuss the complexity of Batched-Requests-Processing Thread. The batched

requests are those requests that cannot be satisfied by patching scheme immediately

after requesting. The thr~ad first sorts an array using Bubble Sort to get the scheduling

order (MFQLF) of movies and there are m number of movies. Thus sorting takes O(m2)

computati~n. As there are limited number of movies in the system, sorting time of the

array will not be significant. After sorting, the thread admits the movie requests one by
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one according to the scheduled order (MFQLF). The acceptance or rejection depends on

the available resources. There can be at most nr requests for a movie as there .are total

nr number of clients who are seeking admission. For each movie request, the procedure

admitClient finds out a multicast session that has the minimum shortest path distance

from the client to the multicast tree of that session and there can be at most S sessions

of a movie. Finding the availability of resources for admitting a request requires the

cost of traversing a multicast tree which is O(E) computation for each session. Thus,

the procedure admitClient takes O(SE) computation and the main loop of the thread

has total O(nrSE) computation. Therefore, the total complexity of Batched-Requests-

Processing Thread is O(m2 + nrSE) i.e. O(m2 + neE).

The complexity of Online-Requests-Proeessing Thread has the following components:

• The first procedure Process-Movie-Request of the thread again consists of two sub-

procedures: seleetPatchSession and seleetPatehingParent. So, its complexity de-

pends on the complexity of those procedures. They are discussed below:

- Procedure seleetPatehSession finds out a patchable session from S sessions of

that movie. It also ensures if resources are available along the path from the

client to the multicast tree of that session which requires O(E) computation.

Thus, the complexity of the procedure is O(SE) i.e. O(E).

- Procedure selectPatehingParent finds out a patching parent of a client from

the current members of a session. It first finds out the shortest path tree of the

enterprise network rooted at the client node that initiates the request. So, it

takes O(E log V) computation to compute the shortest path tree as discussed

earlier. After c.<?rnputingthe shortest path tree, it finds out the shortest path

client as a patching parent from the participants of that session. Finding

. shortest path client in a multicast tree requires O(E) computation and the

average number of clients per multicast session is k. Thus it takes another

O(kE) i.e. O(ncE) computation. Therefore, the run time of the procedure
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selectPatchingParent is O(E log V + neE) .
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• Procedure Process- VCR-Request consists of two sub-procedures: admit VCRRequest

and selectPatchingParent. The procedure admit VCRRequest performs in a similar

way as the procedure admitclient does. As we have discussed earlier in this section,

the complexity of those sub-procedures are O(SE) and O(ElogV + neE) respec-

tively. Thus, the procedure needs total O(SE+Elog V +neE) i.e. O(Elog V +neE)

computation .

• The complexity of procedure Process-SessionEnd-Request has the same complex-

ity of procedure selectPatchingParent. So, the complexity of this procedure is

O(E log V + neE).

Thus, the complexity of Online-Requests-Processing Thread will be the sum total of

the complexity of its four procedures. So far we consider the computational complexity of

processing one request for these procedures. There can be at most nr online requests of

each type. So, the complexity of the thread is O(nrElogV + nrneE) i.e. O(neElogV +
n~E).

The complexity of procedure Admission-Control is the SuIll total of the complexity

of its two threads and the initial procedure. So, the complexity of the procedure is

O(sElogV + m2 + neE + neE log V + n~E) i.e. O(sE log V + m2 + neE log V + n~E).
Therefore, the runtime of the procedure increases with the increase of the network size,

the number of clients and the number of movies in the system.

3.4.5 Client Buffer Requirement Analysis

In conventional Patching scheme patching stream is played out first and the regular stream

. is stored in the client buffer for future playout. The. time limit, up to when a newly
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arrived client will be patched after a multicast session starts, is called patching window

[17]. The buffer requirement of each patched client for conventional Patching depends

on the patching window size. So, if the patching window size is A time units then the

upper bound of buffer requirement of each patched client is AM time units ignoring the

part of the buffer necessary for patching stream to download and immediate playout.

Here, M is the average amount of movie data stream per time unit termed as stream

-ral.e. In Client-Assisted patching scheme, a client may need to download and store data

from two simultaneous streams -~one is regular stream and the other is patching stream.

However, in conventional patching scheme, a client may need to download data from two

simultaneous streams but store only the regular stream.

In Client-Assisted patching, patching stream makes up the initial part and regular

stream piles up the later part of the buffer. Each client will cache the initial part of the

movie up to the time period of patching window. No request for patching is granted A

time units later from the beginning of the session. If a session starts at Time to, then a

later client may be patched, if it requests the same movie in (to, to + A) time.interval.

So, beyond the patching window, clients may start to give up the initial chunks one by

one. A chunk is the buffer space required to store the stream during each time unit and

it depends on the stream rate M.

To examine the buffer requirement of each client we will consider the following two

situations assuming a session of a movie has already started at Time to:

(i) A client requests the same movie in the interval (to, to + ~J

(ii) A client requests the saine movie in the interval (to + ~, to + A)

For Case (i), if a client requests the same movie at Time tj and tj - to :'0 ~, then

simultaneous downloading and storing of both the streams are required for already passed

away time (I.e., tj - to) from the beginning. So, patching stream makes up the missing

portion by the time tj + (tj - to) or 2tj - to. Note that in this case, (2tj - to) :'0 (to + A).
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Patching stream

to
Client buffer

After to + .\ time, the initial chunks are freed one by one and making space for the newly

arrived data. Streaming at different time intervals is shown in Figure 3.6. Let b be the

cache required for the newly admitted client and L be the average movie duration.
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t1 to + ,\/2 to + ,\ to + 2'\

Missing portion
tl - to

Figure 3.6: Buffer requirement analysis for Case (i).

For CaSe (i) there may be four states of a client buffer at different intervals as illustrated

in Figure 3.6. They are described as follows:

• Downloading and storing both the streams take place in the interval [t1, 2t1 - to].

This is shown in Equation 3.1. After this interval the missing portion is made up

and the regular stream continues. At Time 2t1 - to the data status of the buffer is

2(t1 - to)M and as t1 - to :s:: .\/2, so the data status of the buffer is at best .\M .

• Although the missing portion is made up the initial part needs to be in the cache

up to Time to + .\ i.e. the patching window time. A client may be selected as a

patching parent within this time interval. This is shown in Equation 3.2. At the

end of interval the data status of the buffer is .\M .

• After Time to + .\ the client begins to relinquish data from the initial part of the

buffer and making space for the upcoming streams. If the client is selected as a

patching parent just before Time to + .\ then its patching is ended up at Time

to + 2.\. Thus the data status of the buffer is shown in Equation 3.3 which is .\M.
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• After Time to + 2A patching by the client is ended up if it is selected as patching

parent. So, only the data equivalent to the initial missing time will remain in its

buffer during the rest of the time. This is shown in Equation 3.4.

b 2(t - tj)M t E Itj, 2tj - to] (3.1)

b 2(2tj - to - tj)M + (t - 2tj + to)M t E (2tj - to, to + A]

(2tj - 2to + t - 2tj+ to)M = (t - to)M (3.2)

b 2(tj - to)M + (to + A - 2tj + to)M t E (to + A, to + 2A]

= (2tj - 2to + A - 2tj + 2to)M = AM (3.3)

b (tj - to)M t E (to + 2A, L] (3.4)

Considering Case (il), if a session starts at Time to and a new client requests the same

movie at Time tj and tj - to > ~. In this case downloading and storing both patching

and regular streams will be continued up to 2tj - to from Time tj. Note that in this case,

(2t] - to) > (to + A). As the possibility of selecting a client as a patching parent is up to

time interval (to, to + A), the stored data of the buffer can be freed gradually from the

beginning after to + A time. So, after to + A Time, earlier chunks will be freed one by

one making space for regular stream. Streaming at different time intervals is shown in

Figure 3.7.

Now we explain the buffer states for Case (ii). There may be four states of a client

buffer at different intervals as illustrated in Figure 3.7. They are discussed as follows:

• Downloading and storing both the streams take place in the interval [tj, to+ AI. At

the end of this inteival the data status of the buffer will be at best AM. This is

shown in Equation 3.5 .

• A client may be selected as a patching parent up to Time to + A that is up to the

patching window time. So, initial data needs to be in the buffer is up to this time.
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Figure 3.7: Buffer requirement analysis for Case (ii).

After that the client begins to relinquish data from the initial part of the buffer.

However, downloading and storing from both the streams will continue up to time

2tl - to. So, downloading, storing and evacuating simultaneously take place during

this time interval. The combined situation is shown in Equation 3.6 and the data

status never crosses the maximum size of the buffer Le. AM .

• The missing portion is be made up at Time 2tl - to and only the patching stream

continues henceforth. If the client is selected as a patching parent just before Time

to + )..then its patching will be complete at Time to + 2).., This is shown in Equa-

tion 3.7 and the size of the buffer is adequate hold the required data .

• There is no chance of patching after Time to +2A. So, only the data equivalent to

the initial missing time will remain in its buffer during the rest of the time. Again.

the data status of the buffer is at best.)"M and this is shown in Equation 3.8.

b (3.5)

b = 2(to + A - tl)M + (t - A - to)M

2(t - tl)M

t E (to + )..,2tl - to]

(3.6)
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b = 2(A - tj + to)M + (2tj - to - to - A)M t E (2tj - to, to + 2AJ

2(A - t] + to)M + (2t] - 2to - A)M = AM (3.7)

b (t) - to)M t E (to + 2\ LJ (3.8)

3.4.6 Client Buffer Management

This section presents the mechanism of storing the chunks of movie streams received from

multicast stream of server and patching stream of patch parent. We also discuss the

data structure of the buffer of a client and the mechanism of discarding chunks when not

necessary.

Data Structure and Buffering Policy

The data structure of a client in the proposed system is presented in Figure 3.8. The

features of the buffer array is described below:

• This is an array of structure and there are three fields in this structure. They are

chunk#, ptr to chunk data and chunk data.

• Free chunks are denoted by "-1" value in the chunk# field. So, initially all the

these fields will be "-1". The occupied chunks will be denoted by an integer number

starting from O.

• When any stream is downloaded it is stored in the first available free chunk of

the buffer array. Chunks from both patching and regular streams will b.e stored

simultaneously. So, the array is not sorted according to chunk# .

• When the multicast session expires the patching window time discarding of initial

chunks will be started. The chunk with minimum chunk# will be freed at each time

unit. "-1" will be assigned in chunk# field of the corresponding freed chunks.

(
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• Client starts playout from chunkO. As the array is not sorted, the next chunk

will be searched and played out by the client. This will happen each time after

finishing playout of a chunk. Linear Search will be used in this case as there will be

a limited number of chunks in the buffer. So the search time will not be significant.

Moreover, playout of current chunk and searching the next chunk can simultaneously

take place.

chunk# ptr to/rome I chunk data I
chunk# ptr to/rome chunk data II

chunk# ptr to/rome .1 chunk data
1

Figure 3.8: Data structure of the buffer of a client.

3.5 Service Interruption

A service interruption may occur for the patched child client, This may happen when

the patching parent issues a VCR request or leave the session. When a client issues an

interactive action it can no longer be in the current multicast session. So, the leaving

client cannot be a patching parent. In this case another patching parent is to be selected

by the Admission Controller to deliver the missing portion of the patched child client.

The leaving patching parent can send a message to the child client about its departure or

the child client will eventually encounter the loss of patching stream. Whatever may the

leaving pr.ocess, delay might be introduced for the patched child client in this situation.

Service interruption is presented in Figure 3.9. If client C1 is serving client C3 as a

.r--.......••

" c?\
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Movie Playou!
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Time

Figure 3.9: Service interruption in client-assisted patching.

patching parent. At Time tl, client CI leaves the session. The Admission Controller finds

an alternate patching parent C2 for client Ca. Now C2 starts to provide patch stream

to client Ca at Time t2. So, the service of client Ca has been interrupted or blocked for

(t2 - tl) time as shown in Figure 3.9.

We propose a solution to this problem. Each patched client will delay the initial

playout fora certain amount of time. However, buffering takes place during this time.

But regular clients can start the playout immediately. This delay time might make up the

service interruption due to the leaving of patching parent. However, the problem might

occur again and again when newly selected patching parents1ea,ve the session for some

reasons.



Chapter 4

Performance Study

In the previous chapters we have described the architecture and algorithm of the admission

controller along with its complexity analysis. In this chapter we describe the simulation

results of Client-Assisted Patching in an enterprise network. Through simulation we study

the behavior of our approach and evaluate its performance based on some performance

metrics. We also compare the simulation results of the proposed scheme with conventional

Patching [17].

4.1 Simulation Setting

We simulate Client-Assisted patching using Parsec [6]' a C-based parallel discrete event

simulation language developed in UCLA Parallel Computing Laboratory. The main ob-

jective of the simulation is to understand the impact of various parameters on the perfor-

mance issues of the proposed system. We also simulate conventional Patching to make

a comparison between our approach and conventional Patching on various metrics. In

the following sub sections we describe the various settings of our simulation. Table 4.1

presents t,he entire simulation setting. Similar parameter setting is considered in simulat-

ing conventional Patching scheme.

56
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Table 4.1: Simulation Setting.
Parameter Value

General Settings

Number of nodes 20

Number of links 32

Number of clients 800 - 1200

Number of servers 4 - 10

Number of replica I - 3

Event Reporting

Reporting type Discrete Event-driven

Packet type Request, Response, Query

Request generation process of a client Poisson process

Inter-arrival of events Exponential (mean 1000 STU')

Event generator client selection Uniform random

Event Timings

Batch interval 60 - 300 STU

Threshold for VCR request integer multiple of batch interval

Patching window 300 - 720 STU

Duration of a movie 3600 STU

Simulation time 86400 STU

.STU means Simulation Time Unit
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4.1.1 Simulation Parameters

We run our simulation for an enterprise network of size 20 switch nodes and 32 intercon-

necting links between them. The network is considered as a connected graph of switch

nodes. Number of clients are varied in the rage 800-1200. The clients are randomly

distributed to different nodes. Thus, the clients are evenly distributed to different nodes.

While getting some particular simulation results a specific parameter is varied keeping

other parameters constant. These usual parameter settings are shown in Table 4.2.

Client requests are generated in our simulation according to a Poisson process. We

vary the request rate in a range from 0.042 request/second to 1 request/second where

•
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Table 4.2: Usual Simulation Setting.
Parameter Value

. General Settings

Number of clients 800

Number of servers 5

Number of replica 2

Event Reporting

Request rate of a client 1 request/second

Event Timings

Batch interval 120 STU

Threshold for VCR request hatch interval

Patching window 600 STU
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0.042 request/second indicates a lightly loaded system and 1 request/second indicates a

heavily loaded system. The videos are requested with frequencies following a Zip/-like

[12, 26] distribution with a skew factor z. Specifically, the probability that a video i is

selected is i' I:f~l.;..Higher value of skew factor means that there are few popular movies.

Top ten popular movies are replicated in different servers.

We consider continuous VCR actions of pause, fast-forward and rewind. We consider

the probability of issuing VCR actions during a playout is higher at the later part of a

movie than the earlier part of the movie. We also consider a similar probability distri-

bution about leaving a session during a playout. We do not consider service interruption

due to leaving of patching parents in this simulation. However, we think that as patching

takes place in the initial part of the movie, both the probabilities of clients' issuing VCR

request and session leave request in the earlier part of a movie is much less than later

part of the movie. Thus, service interruption due to leaving of patching parent will be

negligible.

We consider MPEG-2 streaming which requires network bandwidth in the range of

3 10 Mbps. However, we consider 5 Mbps for MPEG-2 in our simulation. We consider a

fiat revenue policy which means that any movie (cool or hot) requires the same amount

f
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of money to be paid by the customer [24].

4.1.2 Performance Metrics
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The performance metrics that we consider in our simulation are Server Bandwidth Re-

quirements, Percentage Served, Execution Time and Percentage of VCR Action Blocking.

We observe these performance metrics of Client-Assisted Patching by varying different

parameters like number of servers, number of replica of popular movies and so on. We

also compare the observed results with conventional Patching. It is observed that the pro-

posed approach outperforms conventional Patching in all respects. But the new approach

illisumes that the clients in the system are cooperative and hence each client requires a

minimum buffer space that will be used for patching other clients. However, we believe

t.hat. the availability of small buffer space is quite common in any kind of multimedia de-

vices and due to rapid technology advancement, incorporating buffer space in any device

is not expensive nowadays.

4.1.3 Simulation Technique

We simulate both Client-Assisted Patching and conventional Patching using Parsec. Par-

sec is an entity based discrete event simulator. In Parsec, we have two kind of objects:

entity a processing node that performs certain operations and message - information

passed from one entity to another to coordinate functions among the entities. In Parsec,

messages trigger discrete events to the entities. One entity can send message to and can

receive message from another entity. At the very beginning of the simulation, all entities

are created and then throughout the simulation, they pass messages among themselves

to coordinate their operations. The simulation is ended by setting up a total simulation

time. The results reported in the figures indicate the situation of the simulation run-

ning for the whole simulation time as shown in Table 4.1. When the simulation is ended

necessary statistics are collected.
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In our simulation, we build the following entities:
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• ClientEntity: This entity represents a client. The operations that are to be per-

formed by a client are specified in this entity .

• ServerEntity: This entity represents a server. The operations that are to be

performed by a server are specified in this entity .

• ADCEntity: This entity represents the admission controller. It is the important

entity of our simulation. All coordinating operations with clients and servers are

specified in this entity .

• Driver: This is the main entity that every simulation program written in Parsec

haB. This is the entity that is activated at the beginning. Driver entity creates

other entities, initialize all entities with their initialization routine and starts the

simulation.

We construct the following messages:

• Start Simulation: This message is sent by Driver entity to other entities to start

the simulation .

• Request and Response: All requests and responses of different entities ..

• Multimedia Data: These are multimedia data related messages.

4.2 Performance Analysis of Client-Assisted Patch-
.mg

In this sec~ionwe discuss the simulation results obtained for Client-Assisted Patching. We

discuss the performance analysis. of the proposed system by varying different simulation

parameters. The parameters we consider are the number of servers, number of replica of
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popular movies, number of movies, number of network nodes, patching window size and

total number of clients in the system.

4.2.1 Number of Servers

We have considered enterprise network with multiple servers. The number of servers

in the network has a direct influence over the performance of the system. The movies

are distributed randomly in the servers. And only the popular movies are replicated to

different servers. If we increase the number of servers then the movies are further dispersed

and there are more alternative sources of movies. This definitely increases the percentage

of served requests of the system. Figure 4.1 shows the percentage of served requests for

different request rates. For low request rate the system accepts almost all the requests

and the system remains underutilized. We find the effectiveness of using more servers for

higher request rates where the system is totally congested with lower acceptance rate by

the Admission Controller and hence resulting lower percentage of served requests.

10l
I(X)

~ 99••
!: 98 _Selver(5)••'" 97
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96
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94
93
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Request mte (I'equest~/second)

Figure 4.1: Percentage of served requests for different request rates in Client-Assisted

Patching with different number of servers.
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4.2.2 Number of Replica
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The movies which experience most of the requests are called popular or first round movies

[24]. We consider the replication of popular movies only to satisfy the high demand of

such movies. The popular movies are replicated to different servers and the number of

replication has been changed to observe the performance without changing other param-

eters of the system. Increasing the number of replica of popular movies thereby increases

the number of alternative sources of popular movies. Thus, the system will be able to

admit more requests of popular movies and this in turn increases the percentage of served

requests of the system. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of replication of movies with the in-

crease in request rates. We observe almost the same behavior as reported for the curve

for different number of servers shown in Figure 4.1. The percentage of served requests in-

creases significantly if replication is used for higher request rates. The effect of replication

is higher than that of using more servers on the percentage of served requests.

J(J~

100

-= 98
••
••••• 96 -+-- Replica (1)••'":? 9.+ -Replica (2)=

92 -k- Replica (3)

90
0.07 0.08 01 0.13 0.17 025 05

Request rate (request~/secol1d)

Figure 4.2: Percentage of-served requests in Client-Assisted Patching with 5 servers for

different request rates and replication.
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4.2.3 Numbet of Movies

In this section we will show the effect of increasing the number of movies in the proposed

system. As the number of movies increases then client requests are generated for increased

number movies by the clients. This increases the number of different groups of requests

(Le. sessions to be served) in the system which puts an increased load on the server and

network bandwidths of the system. This observation complies with the analysis presented

in Section 3.4.4. Multicast VoD system shows better performance when the number of

similar requests increases in the system. As increasing the number of movies decreases the

number of similar requests in the system, the performance degrades at increasing request

__ ClienlAssisled (35Movies)

__ Client Assisted (40Movies)

--+-- ClientAssisled (.\OMovies)

rates. This is observed in our simulation results as shown in Figure 4.3. The percentage

of served requests decreases as the number of movies increases in the system.
~
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Figure 4.3: Percentage of served requests in Client-Assisted Patching with increasing the

number of movies in the system.
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4.2.4 Number of Network Nodes
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In this section we will discuss the performance of the system when the size of the En-

terprise Network is increased. The performance of the system is dependent on a number

of parameters of the system. Among the parameters, the bandwidth of the servers and

interconnecting links of the network nodes is the most significant. Increasing the network

size i.e. the number of network nodes and connecting links, increases the bandwidth re-

source of the system. Thus, the system will show an overall better performance when

the size of the network is increased. This is also observed in our simulation as shown

in Figure 4.4. The increase in percentage of served requests is insignificant because the

number of servers has been kept unchanged in this experiment.
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Figure 4.4: Percentage of served requests in Client-Assisted Patching with increasing the

network size of the system.

However, increasing the number of nodes and connecting links of the Enterprise Net-

work has a significant impact on the execution time of the admission control algorithm

3.5 explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.4. This is observed in our simulation as shown in

Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Execution time of admission control algorithm of Client-Assisted Patching

with increasing the network size of the system.

4.2.5 Patching Window

In this section we will show the effect of patching window in the proposed system. As the

patching window size increases, more and more client requests are likely to be patched.

Thus patching will be more effective at increased window size and thereby increasing the

percentage of served requests of the system. This is observed in Figure 4.6. We find similar

behavior of the percentage of served requests as reported in the earlier cases. In the curves

(Figure 4.1. Figure 4.6) showing the effect of different parameters (number of servers,

replication, patching window) on the percentage of served requests, we observe that the

effect of the performance of the system diminishes with the increase in the parameter

values.
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of served requests in Client-Assisted Patching with different patch-

ing window sizes at different request rates.

4.3 Comparison with Conventional Patching

In this section, we compare various results of Client-Assisted Patching with the results

obtained for conventional Patching scheme. The reason why we do not compare with

Cooperative Patching is that it is a periodic multicast approach where ours is a multicast

approach. It is a single server approach and ours is a multiple server approach. Moreover,

this thesis proposed a technique which alleviates the server load incurred by conventional

Patching scheme.

We observe and compare several performance metrics such as bandwidth requirement

of servers, the percentage of served requests of the system, VCR action blocking rate and

time requirement from the simulation results obtained by varying different parameters.

4.3.1 Bandwidth Requirement of Server

Server ba~dwidth is very important resource in multicast VoD system because only a single

server stream is required to satisfy a group of clients. No server stream is required to patch
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Figure 4.7: Server Bandwidth Requirements for different request rates of conventional

and Client-Assisted Patching schemes.

any client in the proposed system. Thus the conserved bandwidth of the servers can be

used to satisfy more multicast groups. On' the other hand, conventional Patching requires

each patched client to assign a dedicated server stream to supply the missing portion gf.
the movie. So, server bandwidth will be exhausted as the server serves more and more

patching requests within a short time. Therefore, Client-Assisted Patching will be more

scalable than conventional Patching. We measure the server bandwidth requirements by

varying the server bandwidth until the system satisfies all customer requests. The server

streams required at the varying request rate has been shown in Figure 4.7. As patching

stream is supplied by the cooperative clients, the server load is significantly reduced. Our

simulation results show that similar load can be carried out by the proposed system with

20% to 30% less server bandwidth than conventional Patching system.

4.3.2 Percentage of Served Requests

In this sectiq.llwe compare the percentage of served requests of the proposed scheme with

conventional Patching. We have already discussed that Client-Assisted Patching will

be more scalable than conventional Patching because it conserves the server bandwidth
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of served requests for different request rates using conventional

and Client-Assisted Patching schemes.

that was otherwise necessary to supply the dedicated patching channels to the patched

clients. The preserved bandwidth can be used to satisfy more multicast groups and

thereby increasing the serve-rate of the system. Simulation results have been shown in

Figure 4.8. We observe that serve-rate of our system has been increased as the request

rate has been increa.sed. For low request rate the servers are under utilized and thus both

the scheme shows the same performance. Client-Assisted Patching starts showing better

performance when the servers become utilized with higher request rates.

4.3.3 Patching Window Effect

We have already presented the results regarding patching window size of the proposed

system. Increasing patching window size has an adverse effect in VoD system which

considers conventional Patching [24]. This is due to the fact that the patching channels
,

are dedicated for the patched clients. So, when we increase the patching window size, we

are actually increasing the duration of the existence of these dedicated channels. Thus
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the VoD system considering conventional Patching has a negative impact over increasing

patching window size. After a certain limit, the performance of conventional Patching

degrades while increasing the patching window size. If we consider the VoD system

with Client-Assisted Patching, patching window enlargement has only adverse effect of

increasing the service latency. The results have been shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of served requests of conventional and Client-Assisted Patching

schemes with different patching window sizes keeping other parameters constant.

4.3.4 VCR Action Blocking

In this section we discuss the percentage of VCR requests that are ignored by the system

also called VCR action blocking. In most of the cases VCR requests are satisfied by ded-

icated channels fram the server. As our scheme conserves useful server bandwidth, more

interactive requests {an be satisfied through utilizing this bandwidth. Figure 4.10 shows

the percentage of blocked VCR requests for different request rates. Client-Assisted Patch-

ing shows, better performance than conventional Patching with less rate of blocking VCR

requests. Client-Assisted Patching shows competitively better performance for higher re-

quest rate. The reason for this behavior has already described in the experimental results
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shown in previous sections.
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of blocked VCR requests of conventional and Client-Assisted

Patching schemes at different request rates.

4.3.5 Execution Time Comparison

As we have already discussed in Chapter 3 that the Admission Control procedure of the

proposed system needs O(sE log V + m2 + neE log V + n~E) computation where s is the

number of servers, V is the number of switch nodes, E is the number of connecting links

i.e. edges, m is the number of movies and ne is the number of clients presently enjoying

movies in the system. So, the time complexity depends on these parameters. However,

as the computation time increases in quadratic manner with the increase in the number

of clients currently enjoying multimedia data in the system. We observe this profile of

computation time in the graphs of Figure 4.11.

We assumed the same simulation parameters and environment for conventional Patch-

ing and f~und its complexity as O(sE log V + m2 + neE). So, it requires less time for

conventional Patching because no computation is required for selecting patching parent
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for each client request. Thus, the proposed system needs more computation than con-

ventional Patching and hence takes more CPU time. This is observed in our simulation

results as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Computation time of conventional and Client-Assisted Patching schemes

with varying number of clients in the system.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this last chapter, we draw the conclusion of our thesis by describing the major contri-

butions made by the research works associated with the thesis followed by some directions

for future research over the issue.

5.1 Major Contributions

Multicast Video-on-Demand (MVoD) systems are scalable and cheap-to-operate.' Over the

past few years extensive research has been done on MVoD. Even though the significant

progress has been made, it is still regarded as challenging research domain in VoD service.

Our thesis work contributes to this challenging area.

The contributions that have been made in this thesis can be described as follows:

• In this thesis, we consider a multicast video-on-demand service in an Enterprise

Network with multiple servers. The network is controlled and owned by an or-

ganization. To the best of our knowledge, considering multicast in an Enterprise

Network with multiple media servers has been examined little so far. Most of the

pre~ious works of this kind is mainly devoted to the Internet architecture .

• We presented the architecture of a new admission controller along with proposals

72
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for data transmissian pratacals in different stages .of the admissian cantraller. We

designed an admissian cantral methadalagy far the architecture and we alsa analyzed

the camplexity .of the cant roller .

• We alsa propased a new patching technique called Client-Assisted Patching which

autperfarms canventianal Patching. In Client-Assisted Patching, client side re-

saurces such as I/O bandwidth and buffer are utilized ta pramate the system per-

farmance through patching. This, significantly alleviates the server laad. As server

bandwidth is a very impartant resaurce in any VaD service, it greatly enhances the

system perfarmance .

• Client-Assisted Patching does not require cache size larger than daes require far

canventianal Patching. Hawever, it requires each client shauld have at least a certain

amaunt .ofbuffer space and I/O bandwidth ta caaperate ather clients. Which is an

exceptian from the canventianal Patching scheme where buffer space is .only required

far the patched clients. But we think that incarparating buffer space is na langer a

castly design issue naw a days .

• We cambine twa techniques in the prapased system. They are Batching and Patch-

ing. Thus the system cambines the advantages .of twa different techniques which

makes the propased system more robust and highly scalable. We alsa adapted a fair

and efficient scheduling palicy in the propased system ...

• We propased a new technique abaut rejaining an angaing sessian due ta multicast

group change request. Multicast group change request .occurs when acustamer

issues a VCRactian. Our propased technique will decrease VCR actian blacking

rate .ofthe system ..

• We nat .only present the multicast videa-an-demand system, but alsa simulate the

system using Parsec ta make claser abservatians inta the VaD system. We make

a rigaraus simulatian based study .of varia us perfarmance issues .of the prapased

f
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approach and analyze the simulation output against the expected behavior .
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• We also make a simulation of our counter scheme, conventional Patching, to compare

our approach with it. Simulation reveals that Client-Assisted Patching outperforms

conventional Patching with a very sharp margin in various important aspects like

bandwidth requirement of servers.

5.2 Future Directions of Further Research

No research work can ever end. Any research on any topic always makes a way to further

research on the way. Ours is not an exception. Based on our current design and the

results of simulations presented in this thesis, we can look into the extension of our works

in future in the following directions:

1. We designed the admission controller in a small scale, for an Enterprise Network,

a network with limited number of nodes and edges. Further study is necessary to

extend the architecture for Internet or interconnected multiple Enterprise Networks.

2. Our admission controller acts as a central moderator in the VoD system. Like any

centralized system, our system is also prone to the problem of single point of failure.

A distributed system can be established where multiple admission controllers will

try to optimize their respective revenues from users' requests which requires data

transmission among different networks.

3. We consider that a movie or its replication is entirely kept on a single server. We do

not consider keeping different part of a movie on different servers. Collecting and

combining data from different sources and transmitting it to a particular destination

is a very complex problem. A different methodology has to be developed to handle

segmented storage of multimedia data.

p
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4. The system rejects some clients' requests due to resource shortages. Rejected clients

simply leave the system. But users sometimes prefer to make future reservations.

Thus the admission controller and different protocols need to be redesigned.

5. In our system, patching takes place only at the beginning of initial customer re-

quests. However, one can consider to patch a customer when it wants to rejoin a

different multicast group due to an interactive action. Further study is required

in efficient management of VCR action for significantly reducing interactive action

blocking rate.
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